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WAN 

WAN provides long-distance transmission of data, voice, image and information over large 

geographical areas that may comprise a country, continent or even the whole world. In 

contrast to LANs, WANs may utilize public, leased or private communication devices, 

usually in combinations, and can therefore span an unlimited number of miles as shown in 

Fig. 1. A WAN that is wholly owned and used by a single company is often referred to as 

enterprise network. 

 

WANs use services provided by public telephone/data networks; often consist of numerous 

interconnected nodes which route the data from source to destination. They have been 

implemented traditionally using Packet/Circuit Switching and, more recently using Frame 

relay and ATM networks. 

WAN contains a collection of machines intended for running user (i.e., application) 

programs. These machines are called hosts. The hosts are connected by a communication 

subnet, or just subnet for short. The hosts are owned by the customers (e.g., people's personal 

computers), whereas the communication subnet is typically owned and operated by a 

telephone company or Internet service provider. The job of the subnet is to carry messages 

from host to host, just as the telephone system carries words from speaker to listener. 

Separation of the pure communication aspects of the network (the subnet) from the 

application aspects (the hosts), greatly simplifies the complete network design.  

In most wide area networks, the subnet consists of two distinct components: transmission 

lines and switching elements. Transmission lines move bits between machines. They can be 

made of copper wire, optical fiber, or even radio links. Switching elements are specialized 

computers that connect three or more transmission lines. When data arrive on an incoming 

line, the switching element must choose an outgoing line on which to forward them.  
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In this model, shown in Fig. 2 each host is frequently connected to a LAN on which a router 

is present, although in some cases a host can be connected directly to a router. The collection 

of communication lines and routers (but not the hosts) form the subnet. 

 

 

Originally ''subnet'‟, its only meaning was the collection of routers and communication lines 

that moved packets from the source host to the destination host. However, some years later, it 

also acquired a second meaning in conjunction with network addressing. Unfortunately, no 

widely-used alternative exists for its initial meaning, so with some hesitation we will use it in 

both senses. From the context, it will always be clear which is meant.  

In most WANs, the network contains numerous transmission lines, each one connecting a 

pair of routers. If two routers that do not share a transmission line wish to communicate, they 

must do this indirectly, via other routers. When a packet is sent from one router to another via 

one or more intermediate routers, the packet is received at each intermediate router in its 

entirety, stored there until the required output line is free, and then forwarded. A subnet 

organized according to this principle is called a store-and-forward or packet-switched subnet. 

Nearly all wide area networks (except those using satellites) have store-and-forward subnets. 

When the packets are small and all the same size, they are often called cells.  

The principle of a packet-switched WAN is, when a process on some host has a message to 

be sent to a process on some other host, the sending host first cuts the message into packets, 

each one bearing its number in the sequence. These packets are then injected into the network 

one at a time in quick succession. The packets are transported individually over the network 

and deposited at the receiving host, where they are reassembled into the original message and 

delivered to the receiving process. A stream of packets resulting from some initial message is 

illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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In this figure, all the packets follow the route ACE, rather than ABDE or ACDE. In some 

networks all packets from a given message must follow the same route; in others each packet 

is routed separately. Of course, if ACE is the best route, all packets may be sent along it, even 

if each packet is individually routed.  

Routing decisions are made locally. When a packet arrives at router A, it is up to A to decide 

if this packet should be sent on the line to B or the line to C. How A makes that decision is 

called the routing algorithm. Many of them exist.  

Not all WANs are packet switched. A second possibility for a WAN is a satellite system. 

Each router has an antenna through which it can send and receive. All routers can hear the 

output from the satellite, and in some cases they can also hear the upward transmissions of 

their fellow routers to the satellite as well. Sometimes the routers are connected to a 

substantial point-to-point subnet, with only some of them having a satellite antenna. Satellite 

networks are inherently broadcast and are most useful when the broadcast property is 

important. 

 

WAN TECHNOLOGIES 

When there are many devices, it is necessary to develop suitable mechanism for 

communication between any two devices. One alternative is to establish point-to-point 

communication between each pair of devices using mesh topology. However, mesh topology 

is impractical for large number of devices, because the number of links increases 

exponentially (n(n-1)/2, where n is the number of devices) with the number of devices. A 

better alternative is to use switching techniques leading to switched communication network. 

In the switched network methodology, the network consists of a set of interconnected nodes, 

among which information is transmitted from source to destination via different routes, which 

is controlled by the switching mechanism. A basic model of a switched communication is 

shown in Fig. 4. 
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The end devices that wish to communicate with each other are called stations. The switching 

devices are called nodes. Some nodes connect to other nodes and some are connected to some 

stations. Key features of a switched communication network are given below: 

 • Network Topology is not regular.  

• Uses FDM or TDM for node-to-node communication.  

• There exist multiple paths between a source-destination pair for better network reliability. 

 • The switching nodes are not concerned with the contents of data.  

• Their purpose is to provide a switching facility that will move data from node to node until 

they reach the destination.  

SWITCHING 
A switched network consists of a series of interlinked nodes, called switches. Switches are 

devices capable of creating temporary connections between two or more devices linked to the 

switch. In a switched network, some of these nodes are connected to the end systems 

(computers or telephones, for example). Others are used only for routing. Figure 6 shows a 

switched network. 

 
 

Fig 6: Switched Network 
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The end systems (communicating devices) are labeled A, B, C, D, and so on, and the switches 

are labeled I, II, III, IV, and V. Each switch is connected to multiple links. 
 

Traditionally, three methods of switching have been important: circuit switching, packet 

switching, and message switching. The first two are commonly used today. The third has 

been phased out in general communications but still has networking applications. We can 

then divide today's networks into three broad categories: circuit-switched networks, packet-

switched networks, and message-switched. Packet-switched networks can further be divided 

into two subcategories-virtual-circuit networks and datagram networks as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Fig 7: Taxonomy of Switched Network 

 

We can say that the virtual-circuit networks have some common characteristics with circuit-

switched and datagram networks. Thus, we first discuss circuit-switched networks, then 

datagram networks, and finally virtual-circuit networks. Today the tendency in packet 

switching is to combine datagram networks and virtual circuit networks. Networks route the 

first packet based on the datagram addressing idea, but then create a virtual-circuit network 

for the rest of the packets coming from the same source and going to the same destination. In 

message switching, each switch stores the whole message and forwards it to the next switch. 

Although, we don't see message switching at lower layers, it is still used in some applications 

like electronic mail (e-mail). 

 

CIRCUIT SWITCHING 

Communication via circuit switching implies that there is a dedicated communication path 

between the two stations. The path is a connected through a sequence of links between 

network nodes. Each link is normally divided into n channels by using FDM or TDM.  On 

each physical link, a logical channel is dedicated to the connection. Circuit switching is 

commonly used technique in telephony, where the caller sends a special message with the 

address of the callee (i.e. by dialling a number) to state its destination. It involved the 

following three distinct steps, as shown in Fig.8.  
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Thus the actual physical electrical path or circuit between the source and destination host 

must be established before the message is transmitted. This connection, once established, 

remains exclusive and continuous for the complete duration of information exchange and the 

circuit becomes disconnected only when the source wants to do so. 

 

As shown in figure 9 a trivial circuit-switched network with four switches and four links. 

Each link is divided into n (n is 3 in the figure) channels by using FDM or TDM. 

 

We have explicitly shown the multiplexing symbols to emphasize the division of the link into 

channels even though multiplexing can be implicitly included in the switch fabric. The end 

systems, such as computers or telephones, are directly connected to a switch. We have shown 

only two end systems for simplicity. When end system A needs to communicate with end 

system M, system A needs to request a connection to M that must be accepted by all switches 

as well as by M itself. This is called the setup phase; a circuit (channel) is reserved on each 

link, and the combination of circuits or channels defines the dedicated path. After the 

dedicated path made of connected circuits (channels) is established, data transfer can take 

place. After all data have been transferred, the circuits are torn down. 

 

We need to emphasize several points here: 

• Circuit switching takes place at the physical layer. 

• Before starting communication, the stations must make a reservation for the resources to 

be used during the communication. These resources, such as channels (bandwidth in 

FDM and time slots in TDM), switch buffers, switch processing time, and switch 

input/output ports, must remain dedicated during the entire duration of data transfer until 

the teardown phase. 

• Data transferred between the two stations are not packetized (physical layer transfer of 

the signal). The data are a continuous flow sent by the source station and received by the 

destination station, although there may be periods of silence. 

There is no addressing involved during data transfer. The switches route the data based on 

their occupied band (FDM) or time slot (TDM). Of course, there is end-to end addressing used 

during the setup phase, 

 
Three Phases 
The actual communication in a circuit-switched network requires three phases: connection 

setup, data transfer, and connection teardown. 
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Fig 9: A Trivial circuit switched network 

 

Setup Phase 

Before the two parties (or multiple parties in a conference call) can communicate, a dedicated 

circuit (combination of channels in links) needs to be established. The end systems are 

normally connected through dedicated lines to the switches, so connection setup means 

creating dedicated channels between the switches. For example, in Figure 9, when system A 

needs to connect to system M, it sends a setup request that includes the address of system M, 

to switch I. Switch I finds a channel between itself and switch IV that can be dedicated for 

this purpose. Switch I then sends the request to switch IV, which finds a dedicated channel 

between itself and switch III. Switch III informs system M of system A's intention at this 

time. In the next step to making a connection, an acknowledgment from system M needs to 

be sent in the opposite direction to system A. Only after system A receives this 

acknowledgment is the connection established. Note that end-to-end addressing is required 

for creating a connection between the two end systems. These can be, for example, the 

addresses of the computers assigned by the administrator in a TDM network, or telephone 

numbers in an FDM network.  

Data Transfer Phase 

After the establishment of the dedicated circuit (channels), the two parties can transfer data. 

Teardown Phase 

When one of the parties needs to disconnect, a signal is sent to each switch to release the 

resources. 

 

PACKET SWITCHING 
In data communications, we need to send messages from one end system to another. If the 

message is going to pass through a packet-switched network, it needs to be divided into 

packets of fixed or variable size. The size of the packet is determined by the network and the 

governing protocol. In packet switching, there is no resource allocation for a packet. This 

means that there is no reserved bandwidth on the links, and there is no scheduled processing 

time for each packet. Resources are allocated on demand. The allocation is done on a 

firstcome, first-served basis. When a switch receives a packet, no matter what is the source or 

destination, the packet must wait if there are other packets being processed. As with other 

systems in our daily life, this lack of reservation may create delay. For example, if we do not 

have a reservation at a restaurant, we might have to wait. 

 

In a datagram network, each packet is treated independently of all others. Even if a packet is 

part of a multipacket transmission, the network treats it as though it existed alone. Packets in 
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this approach are referred to as datagrams. Datagram switching is normally done at the 

network layer. 

 

In this example, all four packets (or datagrams) belong to the same message, but may travel 

different paths to reach their destination. This is so because the links may be involved in 

carrying packets from other sources and do not have the necessary bandwidth available to 

carry all the packets from A to X. This approach can cause the datagrams of a transmission to 

arrive at their destination out of order with different delays between the packets. Packets may 

also be lost or dropped because of a lack of resources. In most protocols, it is the 

responsibility of an upper-layer protocol to reorder the datagrams or ask for lost datagrams 

before passing them on to the application. The datagram networks are sometimes referred to 

as connectionless networks. The term connectionless here means that the switch (packet 

switch) does not keep information about the connection state. There are no setup or teardown 

phases. Each packet is treated the same by a switch regardless of its source or destination. 
 

If there are no setup or teardown phases in this type of network, each switch (or packet switch) 

has a routing table which is based on the destination address. The routing tables are dynamic and 

are updated periodically. The destination addresses and the corresponding forwarding output 

ports are recorded in the tables. This is different from the table of a circuit switched network in 

which each entry is created when the setup phase is completed and deleted when the teardown 

phase is over. 

 

Every packet in a datagram network carries a header that contains, among other information, the 

destination address of the packet. When the switch receives the packet, this destination address is 

examined; the routing table is consulted to find the corresponding port through which the packet 

should be forwarded. This address, unlike the address in a virtual-circuit-switched network, 

remains the same during the entire journey of the packet. 

 

The efficiency of a datagram network is better than that of a circuit-switched network; resources 

are allocated only when there are packets to be transferred. If a source sends a packet and there is 

a delay of a few minutes before another packet can be sent, the resources can be reallocated 

during these minutes for other packets from other sources. There may be greater delay in a 

datagram network than in a virtual-circuit network. Although there are no setup and teardown 

phases, each packet may experience a wait at a switch before it is forwarded. In addition, since 

not all packets in a message necessarily travel through the same switches, the delay is not uniform 

for the packets of a message. 

 

FRAME RELAY 
 

Frame Relay is a virtual-circuit wide-area network that was designed in response to demands 

for a new type of WAN in the late 1980s and early 1990s.  

1. Prior to Frame Relay, some organizations were using a virtual-circuit switching network 

called X.25 that performed switching at the network layer. For example, the Internet, which 

needs wide-area networks to carry its packets from one place to another, used X.25. And 

X.25 is still being used by the Internet, but it is being replaced by other WANs. However, 

X.25 has several drawbacks:  

 

a. X.25 has a low 64-kbps data rate. By the 1990s, there was a need for higher data rate 

WANs. 
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b. X.25 has extensive flow and error control at both the data link layer and the network layer. 

This was so because X.25 was designed in the 1970s, when the available transmission media 

were more prone to errors. Flow and error control at both layers create a large overhead and 

slow down transmissions. X.25 requires acknowledgments for both data link layer frames and 

network layer packets that are sent between nodes and between source and destination. 

c. Originally X.25 was designed for private line, not for the Internet. X.25 has its own 

network layer. This means that the user's data are encapsulated in the network layer packets 

of X.25. The Internet, however, has its own network layer, which means if the Internet wants 

to use X.25, the Internet must deliver its network layer packet, called a datagram, to X.25 for 

encapsulation in the X.25 packet. This doubles the overhead. 

 

In response to the above drawbacks, Frame Relay was designed. Frame Relay is a wide area 

network with the following features: 

1. Frame Relay operates at a higher speed (1.544 Mbps and recently 44.376 Mbps). This 

means that it can easily be used instead of a mesh of T-I or T-3 lines. 

2. Frame Relay operates in just the physical and data link layers. This means it can easily be 

used as a backbone network to provide services to protocols that already have a network layer 

protocol, such as the Internet. 

3. Frame Relay allows bursty data. 

4. Frame Relay allows a frame size of 9000 bytes, which can accommodate all local area 

network frame sizes. 

5. Frame Relay is less expensive than other traditional WANs. 

6. Frame Relay has error detection at the data link layer only. There is no flow control or 

error control. There is not even a retransmission policy if a frame is damaged; it is silently 

dropped. Frame Relay was designed in this way to provide fast transmission capability for 

more reliable media and for those protocols that have flow and error control at the higher 

layers. 

 

Architecture 
Frame Relay provides permanent virtual circuits and switched virtual circuits. Figure 10 

shows an example of a Frame Relay network connected to the Internet. The routers are used, 

to connect LANs and WANs in the Internet. In the figure, the Frame Relay WAN is used as 

one link in the global Internet. 

 

 
 

Fig 10 Frame Relay Network 

Rest of Internet 
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ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode or “Cell-Relay”) 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is the cell relay protocol designed by the ATM Forum 

and adopted by the ITU-T. The combination of ATM and SONET will allow high-speed 

interconnection of all the world's networks. In fact, ATM can be thought of as the "highway" 

of the information superhighway. 

 

ATM stands for Asynchronous Transfer Mode. It is a switching technique that uses time 

division multiplexing (TDM) for data communications. 

ATM networks are connection oriented networks for cell relay that supports voice, video and 

data communications. It encodes data into small fixed - size cells so that they are suitable for 

TDM and transmits them over a physical medium. 

The size of an ATM cell is 53 bytes: 5 byte header and 48 byte payload. There are two 

different cell formats - user-network interface (UNI) and network-network interface (NNI). 

The below image represents the Functional Reference Model of the Asynchronous Transfer 

Mode. 

 

 

 

Among the challenges faced by the designers of ATM, six stand out. 

 

1. Foremost is the need for a transmission system to optimize the use of high-data-rate 

transmission media, in particular optical fiber. In addition to offering large bandwidths, 

newer transmission media and equipment are dramatically less susceptible to noise 

degradation. A technology is needed to take advantage of both factors and thereby maximize 

data rates. 

2. The system must interface with existing systems and provide wide-area interconnectivity 

between them without lowering their effectiveness or requiring their replacement. 

3. The design must be implemented inexpensively so that cost would not be a barrier to 

adoption. If ATM is to become the backbone of international communications, as intended, it 

must be available at low cost to every user who wants it. 

4. The new system must be able to work with and support the existing telecommunications 

hierarchies (local loops, local providers, long-distance carriers, and so on). 

5. The new system must be connection-oriented to ensure accurate and predictable delivery. 

6. Last but not least, one objective is to move as many of the functions to hardware as 

possible (for speed) and eliminate as many software functions as possible (again for speed). 
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Architecture 
ATM is a cell-switched network. The user access devices, called the endpoints, are connected 

through a user-to-network interface (UNI) to the switches inside the network. The switches 

are connected through network-to-network interfaces (NNIs).Figure 11 shows an example 

of an ATM network. 

 

 
Endpoints 

 

Fig 11.Archietecture of ATM network 

 

Connection between two endpoints is accomplished through transmission paths (TPs), virtual 

paths (YPs), and virtual circuits (YCs). A transmission path (TP) is the physical connection 

(wire, cable, satellite, and so on) between an endpoint and a switch or between two switches. 

Think of two switches as two cities. A transmission path is the set of all highways that 

directly connect the two cities. A transmission path is divided into several virtual paths. A 

virtual path (VP) provides a connection or a set of connections between two switches. Think 

of a virtual path as a highway that connects two cities. Each highway is a virtual path; the set 

of all highways is the transmission path. Cell networks are based on virtual circuits (VCs). 
All cells belonging to a single message follow the same virtual circuit and remain in their 

original order until they reach their destination. 

 

ATM reference model comprises of three layers 

 Physical Layer − This layer corresponds to physical layer of OSI model. At this layer, 

the cells are converted into bit streams and transmitted over the physical medium. This 

layer has two sub layers: PMD sub layer (Physical Medium Dependent) and TC 

(Transmission Convergence) sub layer. 

 ATM Layer −This layer is comparable to data link layer of OSI model. It accepts the 48 

byte segments from the upper layer, adds a 5 byte header to each segment and converts 

into 53 byte cells. This layer is responsible for routing of each cell, traffic management, 

multiplexing and switching. 

 ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) −This layer corresponds to network layer of OSI model. 

It provides facilities to the existing packet switched networks to connect to ATM network 

and use its services. It accepts the data and converts them into fixed sized segments. The 
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transmissions can be of fixed or variable data rate. This layer has two sub layers − 

Convergence sub layer and Segmentation and Reassembly sub layer. 

 ATM endpoints − It contains ATM network interface adaptor. Examples of endpoints 

are workstations, routers, CODECs, LAN switches, etc. 

 ATM switch −It transmits cells through the ATM networks. It accepts the incoming cells 

from ATM endpoints (UNI) or another switch (NNI), updates cell header and retransmits 

cell towards destination. 

 

ISDN (INTEGRATED SERVICE DIGITAL NETWORK) 
 

A long time ago, the entire telephone network was analog. This was bad, because as a voice 

went farther down the line, and through more switches, the quality became worse and worse 

as noise crept in. And there was no way to eliminate the noise, no way to know what the 

signal was supposed to be. Digital encoding promised a way to encode the audio such that 

you'd know what the signal was supposed to be. As noise crept in, you could eliminate it 

throughout the phone network, assuming it wasn't worse than the variation between different 

digital encoding levels. With the transistor revolution, this theory became possible, and the 

phone companies began converting their own networks over to digital. Today, you have to 

search pretty hard to find a phone company switch that isn't digital. They call their network 

the Integrated Digital Network, or IDN. This solved many of the phone company's problems. 

However for a variety of reasons, it has been attractive to make the phone network 

completely digital, from end to end. For computer users, this is ideal, because we can 

eliminate those clumsy modems, and will hopefully benefit from higher speed. For the phone 

companies, they can eliminate the last of the noise and loss from the audio data. And for 

dreamers, this will enable a wide variety of different services to be delivered to the customer 

over a single interface. 

 

Concept 

 

ISDN stands for Integrated Services Digital Network. It is a design for a completely digital 

telephone/telecommunications network. It is designed to carry voice, data, images,video, 

everything you could ever need. It is also designed to provide a single interface (in terms of 

both hardware and communication protocols) for hooking up your phone, your fax machine, 

your computer, your videophone, your video-on-demand system (someday), and your 

microwave. ISDN is about what the future phone network, and information superhighway, 

will look like (or would have looked like). ISDN was originally envisioned as a very fast 

service, but this was a long time ago when it was hoped to have fiber all the way to your 

house. It turned out that running all that fiber would be too expensive, so they designed ISDN 

to run on the copper wiring that you already have. Unfortunately, that slowed things down 

considerably - too slow for quality video, for instance. ISDN has been very slow in coming. 

The standards organizations have taken their time in coming up with the standards. In fact, 

many people consider them to be out of date already. But on the other side of the coin, the 

phone companies (especially in the U.S.) have been very slow at designing products and 

services, or marketing them with ISDN in mind. Things are starting to pick up, but still very 

slowly. ISDN is available now in many places, but it is not widely used. Further most of the 

products and services that people have forecast for ISDN still aren't available.  

 

ISDN was designed around the notion of separate channels at 64Kbps. This number springs 

from the fact that that is essentially the data rate at which the analog lines are sampled at 
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(8000 samples per second, 8 bits per sample) for the phone company's ISDN. ISDN is 

essentially combinations of these channels, and also slower 16Kbps channels used only 

forsignaling.The 64Kbps channels are called B channels. The 16Kbps channels are called D 

channels. The names of the channels allegedly spring from analog circuits being called A-

channels (A for analog). The next type of channel to come along got labeled B, which also 

happily can stand for binary (some also say it is the Bearer channel). The D channels were at 

one time called delta channels, because of their relationship to the B channels, but that 

particular greek symbol being hard to type, it became D. There are two main interfaces, Basic 

Rate, and Primary Rate. The Basic Rate Interface is intended for home use, and Primary Rate 

is intended for businesses. The Basic Rate Interface (BRI) is designed to carry the most data 

you can possibly send to the home through existing copper phone lines. It turns out that they 

found you could reasonably squeeze about 160Kbps into those lines. With this, the phone 

company can provide two B channels, one D channel, and still have 16Kbps for the overhead 

(data framing, maintenance, and control) of communicating with your house's phone 

network. In practice in the U.S, you might find the ISDN service available to you includes 

only a single B channel, plus a D channel, with the second B channel costing extra. One 

could assume this is only the quest for profit, but it also may be due to poor equipment that 

isn't capable of providing Basic rate ISDN without being upgraded. In addition, many 

locations within the U.S. Offer B channels that are only 56Kpbs. This is because much of the 

older equipment phone companies are using assumes that there is only analog data. Under 

purely analog days, extra bits were pulled out from the higher frequencies of the audio in 

order to do out-of-band 

 

 

ISDN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  
 

The key idea behind ISDN is the digital bit pipe, a conceptual pipe between the customer and 

the carrier through which bits flow. Whether the bits originated from a digital telephone, a 

digital terminal, a digital facsimile machine, or some other device is irrelevant. All that 

matters is that bits can flow through the pipe in both directions. The digital bit pipe can, and 

normally does, support multiple independent channels by time division multiplexing of the 

bit streams. The exact format of the bit stream and its multiplexing is a carefully defied part 

of the interface specifications for the digital bit pipe. Two principal standards for the bit pipe 

have been developed, a low bandwidth standard for home use and a higher bandwidth 

standard for business use that supports multiple channels that are identical to the home use 

channels. Furthermore, businesses may have multiple bit pipes if they need additional 

capacity beyond what the standard business pipe can provide. The carrier places a network 

terminating device (NT1), on the customer‟s premises and connects it to the ISDN exchange 

in the carrier‟s office, several kilometers away, using the twisted pair that was previously 

used to connect to the telephone. The NT1 box has a connector on it into which a passive bus 

cable can be inserted. Up to eight ISDN telephones, terminals, alarms, and other devices can 

be connected to the cable, similar to the way devices are connected to a LAN. From the 

customer‟s point of view, the network boundary is the connector on NT1. 

 

For large businesses it is common to have more telephone conversations going on 

simultaneously than the bus can handle. Therefore, another device, NT2, called a PBX, 

connected to NT1 and providing the real interface for telephones, terminals and other 

equipment. An ISDN PBX is not very different from an ISDN switch. 
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ISDN SERVICES 
 

The key ISDN services, form the very beginning has been the voice service, although with 

many enhanced features. One ISDN feature is telephones with multiple buttons for instant 

call setup to arbitrary telephones anywhere in the world. Another feature is the display of 

caller‟s telephone number, name and address during ringing. A more sophisticated version of 

this feature allows the telephone to be connected to a computer so that the caller‟s database is 

displayed on the screen as the call comes in. other advanced voice services include call 

forwarding and conference calls worldwide. Advanced non-voice services are remote 

electricity meter reading, and on-line medical, burglar, and smoke alarms that automatically 

call the hospital, police, or the fire brigade, respectively, and give their addresses to speed up 

responses. The cost of ISDN is accounted to the CPE interface and the service itself, so only 

the corporate users welcome it. 

There are three types of services associated with ISDN: 

 

1. Basic Rate Interface (BRI) – 

There are two data-bearing channels („B‟ channels) and one signaling channel („D‟ 

channel) in BRI to initiate connections. The B channels operate at a maximum of 64 Kbps 

while the D channel operates at a maximum of 16 Kbps. The two channels are 

independent of each other. For example, one channel is used as a TCP/IP connection to a 

location while the other channel is used to send a fax to a remote location. In iSeries 

ISDN supports basic rate interface (BRl). The basic rate interface (BRl) specifies a digital 

pipe consisting two B channels of 64 Kbps each and one D channel of 16 Kbps. This 

equals a speed of 144 Kbps. In addition, the BRl service itself requires an operating 

overhead of 48 Kbps. Therefore a digital pipe of 192 Kbps is required. 

 

2. Primary Rate Interface (PRI) – 

Primary Rate Interface service consists of a D channel and either 23 or 30 B channels 

depending on the country you are in. PRI is not supported on the iSeries. A digital pipe 

with 23 B channels and one 64 Kbps D channel is present in the usual Primary Rate 

Interface (PRI). Twenty-three B channels of 64 Kbps each and one D channel of 64 Kbps 

equals 1.536 Mbps. The PRI service uses 8 Kbps of overhead also. Therefore PRI 

requires a digital pipe of 1.544 Mbps. 

 

3. Broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN) – 

Narrowband ISDN has been designed to operate over the current communications 

infrastructure, which is heavily dependent on the copper cable however B-ISDN relies 

mainly on the evolution of fiber optics. According to CCITT B-ISDN is best described as 

„a service requiring transmission channels capable of supporting rates greater than the 

primary rate 

 

ISDN Devices:  

 

ISDN devices include terminals 

-Terminal adapters (TAs),  

-Network-termination devices,  

-Line-termination equipment, 
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-Exchange-termination equipment. 

 

 ISDN terminals come in two types. Specialized ISDN terminals are referred to as terminal 

equipment type 1 (TE1). Non-ISDN terminals, such as DTE, are referred to as terminal 

equipment type 2 (TE2). TE1s connect to the ISDN network through a fourwire, twisted-pair 

digital link. TE2s connect to the ISDN network through a TA.  

 

Beyond the TE1 and TE2 devices, the next connection point in the ISDN network is the 

network termination type 1 (NT1) or network termination type 2 (NT2) device. These are 

network-termination devices that connect the four-wire subscriber wiring to the conventional 

two-wire local loop. In North America, the NT1 is a customer premises equipment (CPE) 

device. In most other parts of the world, the NT1 is part of the network provided by the 

carrier. The NT2 is a more complicated device that typically is found in digital private branch 

exchanges (PBXs) and that performs Layer 2 and 3 protocol functions and concentration 

services. An NT1/2 device also exists as a single device that combines the functions of an 

NT1 and an NT2.  

 

ISDN specifies a number of reference points that define logical interfaces between functional 

groups, such as TAs and NT1s. ISDN reference points include the following:  

 

R - The reference point between non-ISDN equipment and a TA. 

S - The reference point between user terminals and the NT2. 

T - The reference point between NT1 and NT2 devices. 

U - The reference point between NT1 devices and line-termination equipment in the carrier 

network. The U reference point is relevant only in North America, where the NT1 function is 

not provided by the carrier network.  

 

Figure illustrates a sample ISDN configuration and shows three devices attached to an ISDN 

switch at the central office. Two of these devices are ISDN-compatible, so they can be 

attached through an S reference point to NT2 devices. The third device (a standard, non-

ISDN telephone) attaches through the reference point to a TA. Any of these devices also 

could attach to an NT1/2 device, which would replace both the NT1 and the NT2. In addition, 

although they are not shown, similar user stations are attached to the far-right ISDN switch. 

 

Fig : Sample ISDN Configuration Illustrates Relationships Between Devices and Reference 

Points 
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OSI (Open System Interconnection) 

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model is a reference tool for understanding data 

communications between any two networked systems. There are n numbers of users who use 

computer network and are located over the world. So to ensure, national and worldwide data 

communication, systems must be developed which are compatible to communicate with each 

other ISO has developed a standard. It divides the communications processes into seven 

layers. Each layer both performs specific functions to support the layers above it and offers 

services to the layers below it. The three lowest layers focus on passing traffic through the 

network to an end system. The top four layers come into play in the end system to complete 

the process. 

 
OVERVIEW 
A networking model offers a generic means to separate computer networking functions into 

multiple layers. Each of these layers relies on the layers below it to provide supporting 

capabilities and performs support to the layers above it. Such a model of layered functionality 

is also called a “protocol stack” or “protocol suite”. Protocols, or rules, can do their work in 

either hardware or software or, as with most protocol stacks, in a combination of the two. The 

nature of these stacks is that the lower layers do their work in hardware or firmware (software 

that runs on specific hardware chips) while the higher layers work in software. The Open 
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System Interconnection model is a seven-layer structure that specifies the requirements for 

communications between two computers. Established in 1947, the International Standards 

Organization (ISO) is a multinational body dedicated to worldwide agreement on 

international standards. An ISO standard that covers all aspects of network communications 

is the Open Systems Interconnection model. It was first introduced in the late 1970s. An open 

system is a set of protocols that allows any two different systems to communicate regardless 

of their underlying architecture. The purpose of the OSI model is to show how to facilitate 

communication between different systems without requiring changes to the logic of the 

underlying hardware and software. The OSI model is not a protocol; it is a model for 

understanding and designing a network architecture that is flexible, robust, and interoperable. 

This model allows all network elements to operate together, no matter who created the 

protocols and what computer vendor supports them. 

 

The main benefits of the OSI model include the following:  

• Helps users understand the big picture of networking  

• Helps users understand how hardware and software elements function together  

• Makes troubleshooting easier by separating networks into manageable pieces  

• Defines terms that networking professionals can use to compare basic functional 

relationships on different networks  

• Helps users understand new technologies as they are developed  

• Aids in interpreting vendor explanations of product functionality 

The OSI model is a layered framework for the design of network systems that allows 

communication between all types of computer systems. It consists of seven separate but 

related layers, each of which defines a part of the process of moving information across a 

network. An understanding of the fundamentals of the OSI model provides a solid basis for 

exploring data communications. 

The OSI model is composed of seven ordered layers: physical (layer 1), data link (layer 2), 

network (layer 3), transport (layer 4), session (layer 5), presentation (layer 6), and application 

(layer 7). Figure above shows the layers involved when a message is sent from device A to 

device B. As the message travels from A to B, it may pass through many intermediate nodes. 

These intermediate nodes usually involve only the first three layers of the OSI model. 

In developing the model, the designers distilled the process of transmitting data to its most 

fundamental elements. They identified which networking functions had related uses and 

collected those functions into discrete groups that became the layers. Each layer defines a 

family of functions distinct from those of the other layers. By defining and localizing 

functionality in this fashion, the designers created an architecture that is both comprehensive 

and flexible. Most importantly, the OSI model allows complete interoperability between 

otherwise incompatible systems. 

Within a single machine, each layer calls upon the services of the layer just below it. Layer 3, 

for example, uses the services provided by layer 2 and provides services for layer 4. Between 

machines, layer x on one machine communicates with layer x on another machine. This 

communication is governed by an agreed-upon series of rules and conventions called 

protocols. The processes on each machine that communicate at a given layer are called peer-

to-peer processes. Communication between machines is therefore a peer-to-peer process 

using the protocols appropriate to a given layer. 
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1. PHYSICAL LAYER 

The physical layer coordinates the functions required to carry a bit stream over a physical 

medium. It deals with the mechanical and electrical specifications of the interface and 

transmission medium. It also defines the procedures and functions that physical devices and 

interfaces have to perform for transmission to Occur. Figure(A) shows the position of the 

physical layer with respect to the transmission medium and the data link layer. 

 

Fig(A) PHYSICAL LAYER 

The physical layer is also concerned with the following: 

• Physical characteristics of interfaces and medium. The physical layer defines the 

characteristics of the interface between the devices and the transmission medium. It also 

defines the type of transmission medium. 

• Representation of bits. The physical layer data consists of a stream of bits (sequence of 

Os or 1s) with no interpretation. To be transmitted, bits must be encoded into signals--

electrical or optical. The physical layer defines the type of encoding (how Os and Is are 

changed to signals). 

• Data rate. The transmission rate-the number of bits sent each second-is also defined by 

the physical layer. In other words, the physical layer defines the duration of a bit, which 

is how long it lasts. 

 Synchronization of bits. The sender and receiver not only must use the same bit rate but 

also must be synchronized at the bit level. In other words, the sender and the receiver 

clocks must be synchronized. 

 Line configuration. The physical layer is concerned with the connection of devices to the 

media. In a point-to-point configuration, two devices are connected through a dedicated 

link. In a multipoint configuration, a link is shared among several devices. 

• Physical topology. The physical topology defines how devices are connected to make a 

network. Devices can be connected by using a mesh topology (every device is connected 

to every other device), a star topology (devices are connected through a central device), a 

ring topology (each device is connected to the next, forming a ring), a bus topology 

(every device is on a common link), or a hybrid topology (this is a combination of two or 

more topologies). 

• Transmission mode. The physical layer also defines the direction of transmission 

between two devices: simplex, half-duplex, or full-duplex. In simplex mode, only one 
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device can send; the other can only receive. The simplex mode is a one-way 

communication. In the half-duplex mode, two devices can send and receive, but not at the 

same time. In a full-duplex (or simply duplex) mode, two devices can send and receive at 

the same time. 

2. Data Link Layer 

• The data link layer transforms the physical layer, a raw transmission facility, to a reliable 

link. It makes the physical layer appear error-free to the upper layer (network layer). 

Figure(B)  shows the relationship of the data link layer to the network and physical 

layers. 

 

Fig(B):DATA LINK LAYER 

 

Other responsibilities of the data link layer include the following:  

 

• Framing. The data link layer divides the stream of bits received from the network layer 

into manageable data units called frames. 

• Physical addressing. If frames are to be distributed to different systems on the network, 

the data link layer adds a header to the frame to define the sender and/or receiver of the 

frame. If the frame is intended for a system outside the sender's network, the receiver 

address is the address of the device that connects the network to the next one. 

• Flow control. If the rate at which the data are absorbed by the receiver is less than the 

rate at which data are produced in the sender, the data link layer imposes a flow control 

mechanism to avoid overwhelming the receiver. 

• Error control. The data link layer adds reliability to the physical layer by adding 

mechanisms to detect and retransmit damaged or lost frames. It also uses a mechanism to 

recognize duplicate frames. Error control is normally achieved through a trailer added to 

the end of the frame. 

• Access control. When two or more devices are connected to the same link, data link layer 

protocols are necessary to determine which device has control over the link at any given 

time. 
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3. Network Layer  

The network layer is responsible for the source-to-destination delivery of a packet, 

possibly across multiple networks (links). Whereas the data link layer oversees the 

delivery of the packet between two systems on the same network (links), the network 

layer ensures that each packet gets from its point of origin to its final destination. If two 

systems are connected to the same link, there is usually no need for a network layer. 

However, if the two systems are attached to different networks (links) with connecting 

devices between the networks (links), there is often a need for the network layer to 

accomplish source-to-destination delivery. Figure(C) shows the relationship of the 

network layer to the data link and transport layers. 

 

Fig(C) NETWORK LAYER 

Other responsibilities of the network layer include the following: 

• Logical addressing. The physical addressing implemented by the data link layer handles 

the addressing problem locally. If a packet passes the network boundary, we need another 

addressing system to help distinguish the source and destination systems. The network 

layer adds a header to the packet coming from the upper layer that, among other things, 

includes the logical addresses of the sender and receiver.  

• Routing. When independent networks or links are connected to create internetworks 

(network of networks) or a large network, the connecting devices (called routers or 

switches) route or switch the packets to their final destination. One of the functions of the 

network layer is to provide this mechanism. 

4. Transport Layer  

The transport layer is responsible for process-to-process delivery of the entire message. A 

process is an application program running on a host. Whereas the network layer oversees 

source-to-destination delivery of individual packets, it does not recognize any 

relationship between those packets. It treats each one independently, as though each 

piece belonged to a separate message, whether or not it does. The transport layer, on the 

other hand, ensures that the whole message arrives intact and in order, overseeing both 

error control and flow control at the source-to-destination level. Figure(D) shows the 

relationship of the transport layer to the network and session layers. 
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Fig(D) TRANSPORT LAYER 

Other responsibilities of the transport layer include the following: 

 Service-point addressing. Computers often run several programs at the same time. For 

this reason, source-to-destination delivery means delivery not only from one computer to 

the next but also from a specific process (running program) on one computer to a specific 

process (running program) on the other. The transport layer header must therefore include 

a type of address called a service-point address (or port address). The network layer gets 

each packet to the correct computer; the transport layer gets the entire message to the 

correct process on that computer. 

 Segmentation and reassembly. A message is divided into transmittable segments, with 

each segment containing a sequence number. These numbers enable the transport layer to 

reassemble the message correctly upon arriving at the destination and to identify and 

replace packets that were lost in transmission. 

 Connection control. The transport layer can be either connectionless or connection-

oriented. A connectionless transport layer treats each segment as an independent packet 

and delivers it to the transport layer at the destination machine. A connection-oriented 

transport layer makes a connection with the transport layer at the destination machine first 

before delivering the packets. After all the data are transferred, the connection is 

terminated. 

 Flow control. Like the data link layer, the transport layer is responsible for flow control. 

However, flow control at this layer is performed end to end rather than across a single 

link. 

 Error control. Like the data link layer, the transport layer is responsible for error control. 

However, error control at this layer is performed process-to-process rather than across a 

single link. The sending transport layer makes sure that the entire message arrives at the 

receiving transport layer without error (damage, loss, or duplication). Error correction is 

usually achieved through retransmission. 

5. Session Layer  

The services provided by the first three layers (physical, data link, and network) are not 

sufficient for some processes. The session layer is the network dialog controller. It 

establishes, maintains, and synchronizes the interaction among communicating systems. 

Specific responsibilities of the session layer include the following: 
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 Dialog control. The session layer allows two systems to enter into a dialog. It allows the 

communication between two processes to take place in either half-duplex (one way at a 

time) or full-duplex (two ways at a time) mode. 

 Synchronization. The session layer allows a process to add checkpoints, or syn-

Chronization points, to a stream of data. For example, if a system is sending a file of 2000 

pages, it is advisable to insert checkpoints after every 100 pages to ensure that each 100-

page unit is received and acknowledged independently. In this case, if a crash happens 

during the transmission of page 523, the only pages that need to be resent after system 

recovery are pages 501 to 523. Pages previous to 501 need not be resent. Figure (E) 

illustrates the relationship of the session layer to the transport and presentation layers. 

 

Fig(E) SESSION LAYER 

6. Presentation Layer  
 

The presentation layer is concerned with the syntax and semantics of the information 

exchanged between two systems. Figure(F) shows the relationship between the 

presentation layer and the application and session layers. 

 

Fig(F) PRESENTATION LAYER 

Specific responsibilities of the presentation layer include the following: 

 Translation. The processes (running programs) in two systems are usually exchanging 

information in the form of character strings, numbers, and so on. The information must be 
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changed to bit streams before being transmitted. Because different computers use 

different encoding systems, the presentation layer is responsible for interoperability 

between these different encoding methods. The presentation layer at the sender changes 

the information from its sender-dependent format into a common format. The 

presentation layer at the receiving machine changes the common format into its receiver-

dependent format. 

 Encryption. To carry sensitive information, a system must be able to ensure privacy. 

Encryption means that the sender transforms the original information to another form and 

sends the resulting message out over the network. Decryption reverses the original 

process to transform the message back to its original form. 

 Compression. Data compression reduces the number of bits contained in the information. 

Data compression becomes particularly important in the transmission of multimedia such 

as text, audio, and video. 

7. Application Layer 

The application layer enables the user, whether human or software, to access the network. It 

provides user interfaces and support for services such as electronic mail, remote file access 

and transfer, shared database management, and other types of distributed information 

services. 

 

Fig (G) APPLICATION LAYER 

Figure(G) shows the relationship of the application layer to the user and the presentation 

layer. Of the many application services available, the figure shows only three: XAOO 

(message-handling services), X.500 (directory services), and file transfer, access, and 

management (FTAM). The user in this example employs XAOO to send an e-mail message. 

Specific services provided by the application layer include the following: 

 Network virtual terminal. A network virtual terminal is a software version of a physical 

terminal, and it allows a user to log on to a remote host. To do so, the application creates 

a software emulation of a terminal at the remote host. The user's computer talks to the 

software terminal which, in turn, talks to the host, and vice versa. The remote host 

believes it is communicating with one of its own terminals and allows the user to log on. 

 File transfer, access, and management. This application allows a user to access files in a 

remote host (to make changes or read data), to retrieve files from a remote computer for 

use in the local computer, and to manage or control files in a remote computer locally. 

 Mail services. This application provides the basis for e-mail forwarding and storage. 
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 Directory services. This application provides distributed database sources and access for 

global information about various objects and services. 

SUMMARY OF LAYERS OF OSI MODEL 

 

TCP/IP 

 

 

OSI 

 

Hint: Initial Letter of the Word 

below might help you 

remember……… 
A 

P 

P 

L 

I 

C 

A 

T 

I 

O 

N 

Layer 

Application – provides users access to applications 

and distributed information services. 

 

All  

Presentation – makes network applications 

independent of the differences in the data 

representation (32/64 bit, ASCII/EBCDIC, Big 

Endian/Little Endian) 

 

 

People  

Session – provides framework and control structure 

for establishing, managing, terminating connections 

between remotely cooperating applications. 

 

 

Seem  

TRANSPORT 

Layer 

(TCP) 

Transport – provides capabilities for reliable 

transfer of data between end-points, including error 

recovery and flow-control. 

 

 

To 

INTERNET 

Layer 

(IP) 

Network – provides simplified mechanism to upper 

layers for establishing, maintaining, terminating 

connections between source and destination nodes, 

by transparently handling packet-level addressing 

and routing/switching mechanisms.  

 

 

 

Need 

NETWORK ACCESS  

Layer 

(Ethernet, FDDI) 

Datalink – provides mechanisms for reliable 

transfer of information across the physical link by 

sending “frames” of data with necessary 

synchronization, error-correction and congestion-

control (CD) 

 

 

Data  

PHYSICAL 

Layer 

Physical – deals with the electrical or optical 

characteristics of the physical medium which 

supports the transmission of an unstructured bit-

stream. 

 

 

Processing 

 

TRANSMISSION MEDIA 

A transmission medium can be broadly defined as anything that can carry information from a 

source to a destination. For example, the transmission medium for two people having a dinner 

conversation is the air. The air can also be used to convey the message in a smoke signal or 

semaphore. For a written message, the transmission medium might be a mail carrier, a truck, 

or an airplane. 

In data communications the definition of the information and the transmission medium is 

more specific. The transmission medium is usually free space, metallic cable, or fiber-optic 

cable. The information is usually a signal that is the result of a conversion of data from 

another form. The use of long-distance communication using electric signals started with the 

invention of the telegraph by Morse in the 19th century. Communication by telegraph was 

slow and dependent on a metallic medium. The communication was, however, unreliable due 

to the poor quality of the wires. The lines were often noisy and the technology was 

unsophisticated. Wireless communication started in 1895 when Hertz was able to send high 
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frequency signals. Later, Marconi devised a method to send telegraph-type messages over the 

Atlantic Ocean. We have come a long way. Better metallic media have been invented 

(twistedpair and coaxial cables, for example). The use of optical fibers has increased the data 

rate incredibly. Free space (air, vacuum, and water) is used more efficiently, in part due to the 

technologies (such as modulation and multiplexing) Extending the range of the human voice 

became possible when the telephone was invented in 1869. Telephone communication at that 

time also needed a metallic medium to carry the electric signals that were the result of a 

conversion from the human voice.  

In telecommunications, transmission media can be divided into two broad categories: 

Guided and unguided. Guided media include twisted-pair cable, coaxial cable, and fiber-optic 

cable. Unguided medium is free space. 

 

Factors be considered while choosing Transmission Medium 

1. Transmission Rate 

2. Cost and Ease of Installation 

3. Resistance to Environmental Conditions 

4. Distances 

 

 

 

Bounded/Guided Transmission Media 

 

It is the transmission media in which signals are confined to a specific path using wire or 

cable. The types of Bounded/ Guided are discussed below. 

 

Twisted Pair Cable 

This cable is the most commonly used and is cheaper than others. It is lightweight, cheap, can 

be installed easily, and they support many different types of network. Some important points : 

· Its frequency range is 0 to 3.5 kHz. 

· Typical attenuation is 0.2 dB/Km @ 1kHz. 

· Typical delay is 50 μs/km. 

· Repeater spacing is 2km. 
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Twisted Pair is of two types : 

· Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) 

· Shielded Twisted Pair (STP) 

 

Unshielded Twisted Pair Cable 

It is the most common type of telecommunication when compared with Shielded Twisted 

Pair Cable which consists of two conductors usually copper, each with its own colour plastic 

insulator. Identification is the reason behind coloured plastic insulation. UTP cables consist 

of 2 or 4 pairs of twisted cable. Cable with 2 pairuse RJ-11 connector and 4 pair cable 

useRJ-45 connector 

 

 

 

 
 

Advantages : 

· Installation is easy 

· Flexible 

· Cheap 

· It has high speed capacity, 

· 100 meter limit 

· Higher grades of UTP are used in LAN technologies like Ethernet. 

It consists of two insulating copper wires (1mm thick). The wires are twisted together in a 

helical form to reduce electrical interference from similar pair. 

 

Disadvantages : 

· Bandwidth is low when compared with Coaxial Cable 

· Provides less protection from interference. 

 

Shielded Twisted Pair Cable 

This cable has a metal foil or braided-mesh covering which encases each pair of insulated 

conductors. Electromagnetic noise penetration is prevented by metal casing. Shielding also 
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eliminates crosstalk. It has same attenuation as unshielded twisted pair. It is faster than 

unshielded and coaxial cable. It is more expensive than coaxial and unshielded twisted pair. 

 

 
 

Advantages : 

· Easy to install 

· Performance is adequate 

· Can be used for Analog or Digital transmission 

· Increases the signalling rate 

· Higher capacity than unshielded twisted pair 

· Eliminates crosstalk 

Disadvantages : 

· Difficult to manufacture 

· Heavy 

 

Coaxial Cable 

Coaxial is called by this name because it contains two conductors that are parallel to each 

other. Copper is used in this as centre conductor which can be a solid wire or a standard one. 

It is surrounded by PVC installation, a sheath which is encased in an outer conductor of metal 

foil, barid or both. Outer metallic wrapping is used as a shield against noise and as the second 

conductor which completes the circuit. The outer conductor is also encased in an insulating 

sheath. The outermost part is the plastic cover which protects the whole cable. 

 

The most common coaxial standards are. 

· 50-Ohm RG-7 or RG-11: used with thick Ethernet. 

· 50-Ohm RG-58 : used with thin Ethernet 

· 75-Ohm RG-59 : used with cable television 

· 93-Ohm RG-62: used with ARCNET. 

 

 
There are two types of Coaxial cables: 
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BaseBand 

This is a 50 ohm (Ω) coaxial cable which is used for digital transmission. It is mostly used for 

LAN‟s. Baseband transmits a single signal at a time with very high speed. The major 

drawback is that it needs amplification after every 1000 feet. 

BroadBand 

This uses analog transmission on standard cable television cabling. It transmits several 

simultaneous signal using different frequencies. It covers large area when compared with 

Baseband Coaxial Cable. 

Advantages : 

· Bandwidth is high 

· Used in long distance telephone lines. 

· Transmits digital signals at a very high rate of 10Mbps. 

· Much higher noise immunity 

· Data transmission without distortion. 

· The can span to longer distance at higher speeds as they have better shielding when 

compared to twisted pair cable 

 

Disadvantages : 

· Single cable failure can fail the entire network. 

· Difficult to install and expensive when compared with twisted pair. 

· If the shield is imperfect, it can lead to grounded loop. 

 

Optical Fiber 

In case of coaxial cables and twisted cable the maximum signal frequency, and hence the 

information rate that can be transmitted using a solid conductor is limited. Optical fiber 

differs from both these transmission media in that it carries the transmitted information in the' 

form of a fluctuating beam of light in a glass fiber rather than as an electrical signal on a wire. 

This type of transmission has become strong support for digital network owing to its high 

capacity and other factors favorable for digital communication. 

 

There are two basic types of fibers used today and many different types of Fiber Optic Cable. 

These are Single Mode (SM) and Multi-Mode (MM). Single mode is more expensive but 

more efficient than multi-mode. Single mode fiber is generally used where the distances to be 

covered are greater. These come in a variety of configurations determined by a variety of 

factors and light propagates along the optical fiber core in one of the following ways as given 

below depending on the type and width of core material used. 

 

Principle 

A fibre-optic cable is made of glass or plastic and transmits signals in the form of light. To 

understand optic firber we first need to explore several aspects of the nature of light. Light 

travels in a straight line as long as it is moving through a single uniform substance. If a ray of 

light traveling through one substance suddenly enters another substance (of a different 

density), the ray changes direction. Figure below shows how a ray of light changes direction 

when going from a more dense to a less dense substance 
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As the figure shows, if the angle of incidence I (the angle the ray makes with the line 

perpendicular to the interface between the two substances) is less than the critical angle(the 

angle of incidence which provides an angle of refraction of 90 degree) , the ray refracts and 

moves closer to the surface. If the angle of incidence equal to the critical angle, the light 

bends along the interface. If the angle is greater than the critical angle, the ray reflects(makes 

a turn ) and travels again in the denser substance. Optical fibers use reflection to guide light 

through a channel. A glass or plastic core is surrounded by a cladding of less dense glass or 

plastic. The difference in density of the two materials must be such that a beam of light 

moving through the core is reflected off the cladding instead of being refracted into it as 

shown in fig. Below 

 

 
 

 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF OPTICAL FIBER 

 

 
 

Multi-mode Fiber 

In the case of a multi-mode fiber, the core diameter is relatively large compared to a 

wavelength of light. Core diameter ranges from 50 micrometers (pm) to 1,000 pm, compared 

to the wavelength of light of about 1 pm. It means that light can propagate through the fiber 

in many different ray paths, or modes, hence the name multimode. Multi-mode fiber is less 
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expensive to produce and inferior in performance because of the larger diameter of the inner 

core. When the light rays travel down the fiber, they spread out due to a phenomenon known 

as modal dispersion. Although reflected back into the inner core by the cladding, they travel 

different distances and, therefore, arrive at different times. The received signal thus has a 

wider pulse width than the input signal with a corresponding decrease in the speed of 

transmission. As a result, multimode fiber is relegated to applications involving relatively 

short distances and lower speeds of transmission, for example, LANs and campus 

environments. 

 

Two basic types of multi-mode fibers exist. The simpler and older type is a "step index" fiber, 

where the index of refraction (the ability of a material to bend light) is the same all across the 

core of the fiber and the second one is graded index fiber with varying index of refraction 

across the core. 

 

Step Index Multi-mode Fiber 

Step index has a large core, so the light rays tend to bounce around inside the core, reflecting 

off the cladding. This causes some rays to take a longer or shorter path through the core. 

Some take the direct path with hardly any reflections while others bounce back and forth 

taking a longer path. The result is that the light rays arrive at the receiver at different times. 

The signal becomes longer than the original signal. LED light sources are used. Typical Core: 

62.5 

 
 

 

With all these different ray paths or modes of propagation different rays travel different 

distances, and take different amounts of time to transit the length of a fiber. This being the 

case, if a short pulse of light is injected into a fiber, the various rays emanating from that 

pulse will arrive at the other end of the fiber at different times, and the output pulse will be of 

longer duration than the input pulse. This phenomenon is called modal dispersion (pulse 

spreading), and limits the number of pulses per second that can be transmitted down a fiber 

and still be recognizable as separate pulses at the other end. This, therefore, limits the bit rate 

or bandwidth of a multi-mode fiber. For step index fibers, where in no effort is made to 

compensate for modal dispersion, the bandwidth is typically 20 to 30 MHz over a length of 

one kilometer of fiber, expressed as "MHz =km", 

 

Graded Index Multi-mode Fiber 

In the case of a graded index multi-mode fiber, the index of refraction across the core is 

gradually changed from a maximum at the center to a minimum near the edges, hence the 

name graded index. This design takes advantage of the phenomenon that light travels faster in 

a low-index-refraction material than a high-index material. If a short pulse of light is 
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launched into the graded, index fiber, it may spread some during its transit of the fiber, but 

much less than in the case of a step index fiber. Therefore, dispersion can be reduced using a 

core material that has a variable refractive index. In such multi-mode graded index fiber light 

is refracted by an increasing amount as it moves away from the core. This has the effect of 

narrowing the pulse width of the received signal compared with stepped index fiber, allowing 

a corresponding increase in the speed of transmission. These, therefore, can support a much 

higher bit rate or bandwidth. Typical bandwidths of graded index fibers range from 100 

MHz-km to well over 1 GHz-km. The actual bandwidth depends on how well a particular 

fiber's index profile minimizes modal dispersion, and on the wavelength of light launched 

into the fiber. 

 

 
 

 

Monomode / Single-Mode Fiber 

This has a thinner inner core. In this case, the core diameter of about 9 pm is much closer in 

size to the wavelength of light being propagated, about 1.3 pm. This limits the light 

transmission to a single ray or mode of light to propagate down the core of the fiber .All the 

multiple-mode or multi-mode effects described above are eliminated. However; one pulse-

spreading mechanism remains. Just as in the multi-mode fibers, different wavelengths of light 

travel at different speeds, causing short pulses of light injected into the fiber to spread as they 

travel. This phenomenon is called "chromatic dispersion". 

 

 
 

It performs better than does multi-mode fiber over longer distances at higher transmission 

rates. Due to reduced core diameter all the emitted light propagates along a single path. 

Consequently, the received signal is of a comparable width to the input signal. Although 

more costly, mono mode fiber is used to advantage in long haul and especially in high 

bandwidth applications. Single mode fibers have the very broadest bandwidth, lowest cost 
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and lowest attenuation of any available optical fiber. Therefore, they are universally used in 

long-distance telephony and cable television applications. 

 

Advantages of Optical Fiber 

1. Noise resistance: It is immune to electromagnetic interference and crosstalk and external 

light, the only possible interference, is blocked from the channel by the outer jacket. 

 

8. Less signal Attenuation: It has transmission distance significantly greater than that of 

other guided media. 

3. Higher bandwidth: Currently, data rates and bandwidth utilization over fiber optic cable 

are limited not by the medium but by the signal generation and reception technology even 

though it offers a large bandwidth compared to other media. Larger bandwidth offers larger 

capacity and faster transmission rate. 

4. High security: Using fiber optic cables prevents the emanation of radiation and therefore, 

radiation-containing signal becomes difficult to tap. This makes fiber cable secure against 

signal leakage and interference. 

5. Free from electrical problems: It does not require electrical ground loop preventing it from 

short circuit as light waves are being used the carrier of data signal. It is also safe in 

combustible areas (no arching) and offers immunity to lightning and electrical discharges. 

6. Less number of repeaters: A repeater used to strengthen a signal is always required during 

the Course of signal transmission. Compared to copper media, it requires less number of 

repeaters. 

7. Physical structure: It has small size, lightweight, flexibility, high strength, potential high 

temperature operation and no electrical hazard when cut or damaged. 

 

Disadvantages of Optical Fiber 

1. Cost-The cost of optical fiber is a trade-off between capacity and cost. At higher 

transmission capacity, it is cheaper than copper. At lower transmission capacity, it is more 

expensive. As this transmission medium becomes more popular and in demand, economies of 

scale will decrease the cost of installation and profits will increase. 

2. Installation/Maintenance-It is difficult to splice. Special equipment and expertise are 

required to splice and install the cables. 

3. Fragility-It has limited physical arc of cable, if it is bent too much it will break. Physical 

vibration will show up as signal noise. 

 

 


